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Abuse of Prisoners
at Abu Ghraib
IN THEIR POLICY FORUM “WHY ORDINARY
people torture enemy prisoners” (26 Nov.
2004, p. 1482), S. T. Fiske and colleagues
suggest that almost anyone could have committed the Abu Ghraib atrocities (1). They go
on to say, “lay-observers may believe that
explaining evil amounts to excusing it and
absolving people of responsibility for their
actions…” Any humane person should react to
their “explanation” in exactly this way. I think
they make the mistake of trying to divorce
“science” from politics in an area where the
two are inextricably mixed. There is no mention in their Policy Forum of the fact that the
U.S. Department of Justice advised the White
House that torture “may be justified” (2–4);
that the “war on terrorism” renders obsolete
Geneva’s strict limitations on questioning of
enemy prisoners and renders quaint some
of its provisions (2–4); or that torture was
endorsed at the very highest levels of the
government and military (5). Is it really irrelevant that General Miller is quoted (6) as saying
that prisoners are “like dogs and if you allow
them to believe at any point that they are more
than a dog then you’ve lost control of them”?
Why was none of this mentioned?
Studying the effect of “one dissenting
peer” may be relatively harmless academic
amusement, but if you really want to stop this
sort of thing what you need are leaders, both
political and military, who have the moral
fiber to make it absolutely clear that abuse and
torture are intolerable in a civilized society.
Sadly, the political and military leadership did
exactly the opposite in this case. Fiske et al.
should have said so.
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THE ATTEMPT BY SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY TO
explain mayhem like Abu Ghraib (“Why
ordinary people torture prisoners,” S. T. Fiske
et al., Policy Forum, 26 Nov. 2004, p. 1482)
emphasizes findings from academic studies
on the power of social context. Just one
example of where Fiske et al.’s account misunderstands what social psychology really
has to say about Abu Ghraib comes from the
authors’ citation of Stanley Milgram’s classic
Obedience to Authority experiments (1).
Actually, Milgram was cautious about the
possibility of extrapolating
the “obedience paradigm” to
real-life atrocities (2). He
once wrote back to an enthusiastic young replicator of his
results, “it is quite a jump…
from an experiment of this
sort to general conclusions
about the Nazi epoch, and I,
myself, feel that I have sometimes gone too far in generalising. Be cautious about generalising.” (3).
Instead, Milgram suggested that the true explanation of evil like the Holocaust
was linked to his experiments
by their demonstration of “a
propensity for people to
accept definitions of action
provided by legitimate authority. That is, although the subject performs the action, he
allows authority to define its
meaning.” [(1), p. 145].
Authority figures of governments headed by George
Bush and Tony Blair define what is happening, in Iraq and across the world, as a “war on
terror” involving certain nations and peoples
who pose an immediate threat to us because
they are mad and/or evil and bent on our total
annihilation. The public and the army may
accept the official definition of our predicament unquestioningly, which in turn natu-
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rally legitimizes extreme force to be used
against our “enemy.”
If U.S. psychologists and scientists are
going to stray outside of the narrow confines
of the laboratory and attempt to explain the
appalling behavior of its citizens abroad, science is ill-served by accepting unflinchingly
the definitions of “situation” and “enemy”
provided by politicians.
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THE POLICY FORUM “WHY ORDINARY PEOPLE
torture prisoners” by S. T. Fiske et al. (26 Nov.
2004, p. 1482) has provoked a great deal
of discussion among social psychologists.
Much of it has been concerned
with the seemingly excessive
number of half-baked socialpsychological ideas that can be
invoked, post hoc, to “explain”
Abu Ghraib—or any other
social phenomenon.
However, the skeptical
reactions to the Policy Forum
mirror it in failing to ask a
more fundamental question,
which concerns the politics of
science: Why is it that
American social scientists
become galvanized to explain
evil as something that can be
committed by “anyone,” given
a particular “context,” only
when Americans commit the
atrocities?
The point here is that the
might (or spin) of American
social science has seldom
been invoked to semi-excuse
(in the popular mind) others’
atrocities. “They,” these others, are simply genetically and
historically assumed to be evil or savage.
There is a shadow over Fiske et al.’s
paper: The rest of the world may well think
that American social science works for the
U.S. State Department.
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